
1) IN WHAT WAYS DOES YOUR MEDIA 
PRODUCT USE, DEVELOP OR 
CHALLENGE FORMS AND CONVENTIONS 
OF REAL MEDIA PRODUCTS?

.For our A2 media studies coursework, we were given the task of creating a 

five minute short film. For this we were given the choice of either working 

individually or in a pair. I chose to work with Emilia Pearce as we are close 

friends and have worked well together in past projects. Mine and Emilia's end 

product is a short film categorised within the romance-adventure genre. The 

film begins with a female protagonist character walking her dog along the 

beach one morning when she stumbles across a message in a bottle. This then 

leads her to various locations across the city and at each one she discovers a 

gift and another clue and map. All the gifts relate to something from the 

traditional wedding rhyme of ‘Something old, something new, something 

borrowed and something blue’. She then is led to her final destination where 

she comes across a candlelit table for two which is overflowing with rose 

petals covering an engagement ring in the centre. The use of form and 

conventions seen in media products enhance the quality of mine and Emilia's 

end product as we tried to use all of them and challenge them where possible.

What does the phrase forms and convention actually mean? In the world of 

media the form is the physical type, structure and shape of the media product 

concerned. For example a media product could be in the form of a film, music 

video, magazine, or much more. Content, tone and the overall message of the 

media product varies along with what type of form the product is in. For 

example, a status on Facebook or a tweet on Twitter may be more informal 

than an article in the paper. Not only this, but different forms of media 

products contain their own individual structure. The definition of a convention 

is the way in which something is usually done. Therefore the conventions in 

media are the common codes and features within a certain genre or form of 

media product. Overall, the form and conventions of real media products are 

the features and physical traits used by certain types of media product in 

order to help the audience engage with the product and react to it accordingly.

GENRE 

The first step of our pre-production process was to decide upon a genre for 

our five minute short film. Due to the continuous use of the thriller genre in 

our past projects we decided that we definitely wanted to change it up and 

try out a new genre in order to challenge ourselves. We wanted to venture 

out of our comfort zones and so we therefore chose to create a 

romance-adventure film. We really wanted our film to represent this genre 

accurately and so we decided to look into real media forms and conventions 

in order to help us do this. Firstly, we used the internet in order to research 

the basic codes and conventions that are used in romance films. We focused 

our research around romance as this is the main theme of our film and we 

have adventure mixed into that. From doing this we discovered various 

conventions such as; the choice of location being hugely important in a 

romance film as it has to reflect reality while also being dreamy, inspiring and 

something that the audience aspires to see. For example settings whereupon 

a chance encounter may take place are popular within romance films. As well 

as this urban settings such as a school or a beach or also used to represent 

the reality. After taking this on board we made the decision to film in many 

locations where a chance encounter may occur. We chose a cinema, a library, 

a beach, and a church. However, we also developed this genre convention as 

we decided to go for locations that many couples go to for dates therefore 

relating directly back to the romance genre. 



Lighting And Colour
Lighting in romance films is most often bright yet warm. Producers of romance 

films often use the lighting in the scene to represent the characters feelings and 

emotions at that time. For examples, warm and bright light are used for when the 

character is happy and excited, in comparison to when dull, dark lighting when the 

character is more upset. Although we did not use the convention of altering the 

lighting to fit the mood of the character, we instead used the lighting to brighten 

up the scenes. We then developed upon this convention by adding coloured 

filters to our shots. We used a soft pink tone in order to portray the emotion of 

love. We added this in post-production. In order to prepare for how we should 

create our characters appearance we analysed other existing characters in 

romance films, and did a survey in order to discover the audience expectation. We 

noted that the character should be wearing everyday clothes and so we followed 

this convention but also decided to expand upon it by using the colour blue to 

relate to the blue part of the rhyme. We also aimed to use a complimentary colour 

scheme as this is typical of romance films and so blue and yellow are very key 

features and the predominant colours of this colour scheme. We saw that colours 

had emotions or feelings attached to them, for example yellow is seen as happy, 

green as jealousy, etc. We decided to focus on this and try and use the colours 

red and pink throughout our film in order to show the theme of romance within our 

film. This is a common convention of romance films and we showed these colours 

through typical props such as red roses and red wine, and pink eyeshadow and 

lipstick.

Character
Romance films often have two main characters, male and female, who will meet and 

fall in love and live happily ever after. This is seen in the majority of romance films 

such as Jack and Rose in Titanic, and Johnny and Baby in Dirty Dancing. However for 

our short film we decided to not use this convention to its full extent as we felt as 

though we did not have enough time to properly introduce the male character, and we 

wanted to keep the element of mystery that is so prevalent in adventure films. We 

simply suggested the male character through the narration of the notes that the 

female character was finding. We chose not to reveal his identity in order to leave our 

ending ambiguous. When thinking of films from the romance genre, it is impossible to 

think of ones without a happily ever after. This is why me and Emilia decided that we 

should definitely follow this convention and show our characters happily ever after 

through the proposal at the end of the film. Due to the nature of short films being so 

short they generally tend to only feature around two or three characters. This is 

simply because there is not enough time to introduce loads of characters and 

incorporate them all into a short story, this is because the film would become 

extremely complicated and nobody would be able to understand it. An example of this 

is that in a longer film when a new character is introduced the audience is given time 

to learn all about the characters background and relationships between the other 

characters and the storyline. Within a short film there is simply not enough time to do 

this for loads of characters as it would take up the whole of the film and there wold be 

no real storyline. So in order to keep the film understandable and relatable there is 

usually only around two or three characters within a short film. To keep within this 

convention in my coursework, me and Emilia decided to only have one protagonist and 

then keep another character as a narrator so that the audience would not want to 

learn as much about that character as they cannot see him. We chose to just have 

the one main character because we wanted to introduce her properly and allow the 

audience to be able to get a chance to really get to know that one main character. In 

our second shot the audience meet the protagonist character for the first time. Our 

character is first introduced on the beach which follows the conventions of using a 

relaxing yet commonplace location. However we challenged the convention that the 

protagonist should have a chance encounter with another person by instead having 

our protagonist have a chance encounter with a message and a map in a bottle. This 

adds more mystery to the short film. What is also seen here for the first time is the 

protagonists appearance. We also chose to have our protagonist be of a similar age 

group to our target audience which was 16-22 years olds. This allows the audience to 

feel more involved and connected to the film. By using a male voice our film is 

introducing a male and female voice into the storyline. This is something that is 

prevalent in almost all romance films and it is definitely one of the more popular 

conventions. However, we challenged this by hiding the identity and relationship to 

the protagonist of the narrator. But we still chose to use the male voice because it 

helps to show romance as it highlights the massive effort that the male character 

went through to do this romantic gesture for the female character.



Sound
Soundtracks in romance films are usually very elegant and so we really wanted to 

follow this convention and use a similar style of music. We made sure to choose a 

beautiful piece filled with elegant calm music for our film in order to give the dreamy 

atmosphere that is a convention of romance films. Overplaying the shot of the beach 

there is a non-diegetic soundtrack being played. After looking into the codes and 

conventions of real media products me and Emilia found that the most popular 

instrument used is the piano as it has a delicate dreamy effect. Therefore we knew 

that we definitely wanted music with a piano as it is immediately connotated with 

romance. On the website audionetwork.com there was a section to browse from that 

was just filled with piano music which was very lucky for us as it made it much easier 

to search for the right music. As well as the non-diegetic sounds, there are also 

diegetic sounds of birds cawing and waves hitting the beach. This is because we 

discovered in our research that there is a very limited amount of dialogue in short 

films and instead the tone and atmosphere is portrayed through sounds and foley 

effects like these. Therefore in post production we made sure to be extremely 

diligent when it came to how we levelled out the sounds to create a nice atmosphere. 

Another reason for why we chose this soundtrack is because we wanted to follow the 

form that the soundtrack should increase in dynamic, pace, and pitch as the film 

begins to reach its climax. This helps to display the thoughts, emotions, and feelings 

of the character as we used a soundtrack that follows the pace of the film and as the 

character gets closer to discovering the truth and she is getting more curious and 

involved the music begins to get more intense. This soundtrack is critical for the 

romance genre as it should always be smooth and flowing and dreamy, instead of 

jolted and random. This is why we chose to use one piece for the majority of our film 

instead of several as it helps to create a smoother flowing effect. Also following the 

importance of flow and natural vibes, we found it is really difficult to find the perfect 

voice for the narration as it is such a major part of our film. We trialled several 

different voices and listened to them alongside our film but none of them felt like 

they flowed properly or sounded like our character should. It was our fourth trial when 

we found that Ioan’s voice fit very well with our film and so we decided to use him as 

our narrator. By having a flowing voice it causes the audience to reflect on the 

relationship and visualise it as a nice, comfortable relationship. The diminishing pitch 

and pace of the soundtrack in the final scene hints to the audience that the 

adventure and storyline is coming to an end. We chose to change our soundtrack 

around the same time as we changed our scenery from daytime to night time during 

this switch to the final scene. We changed to a slower, more gentle song because we 

saw from watching other media products that the music was extremely important at 

portraying the mood and feeling of a person or situation. Therefore the slower and 

more serious piece directly reflects the slower and more serious tone of the scene 

and adds to the tension after having a lighthearted day of following a treasure map. 

This shows the audience that the tone is about to change dramatically and something 

big is about to happen that will impact the storyline.

Short Film Conventions
After looking into various forms and conventions used in real media texts in the 

romance genre, we realised that we never before looked into short films and so we 

would need to research into finding out the codes and conventions of short films. 

Firstly we looked into film length. Although there is no official ruling for how long a film 

should be before it is considered a short film we saw that they usually lasted for about 

five to ten minutes which was lucky for us as the specification for our project was that

our film had to be five minutes long with a ten percent time limit either side. As we 

looked further we saw that some short films were up to forty minutes long and one 

ruling that we did find was that SunDance film festival considered a film less than fifty 

minutes long to be a short film, whilst any film shorter than forty minutes could be 

considered a short film at the Academy Awards. We realised that the fact that this 

was a short film was going to affect how we were going to have to create it and we 

made sure to adapt our storyline to fit in with the conventions of a short film.



Story
In order for the audience to be intrigued from the start it is recommended for there to 

be a twist in the beginning of the storyline as well as having one at the end. This is 

because you want to be able to grab the attention of the viewer at the beginning so 

that they will be interested enough to carry on watching for the duration of the film. 

The twist at the end of the short film allows it to memorable. We included this within 

our film by having the first twist being the protagonist going about her normal day and 

then stumbling across a mysterious message in a bottle on the beach. And the final 

twist we included was the final destination having an engagement ring and proposal 

note on the table. We hoped that the mystery of the message would help to 

encourage the audience to stay and become more interested in our films storyline. 

Although this is not considered to be one the most important aspects of a short film 

narration is a good way to quickly get across the storyline to the audience, especially 

when you are on such a sharp time limit like we were. Whilst getting audience 

feedback on our screenplay we noticed that our narration was especially key to having 

the audience actually understand what was going on in our film. We decided to follow 

this convention so we could properly explain what was happening in our story. When 

thinking of a storyline for our film we had to think of the various codes and 

conventions we learned. We also used results from an online survey that we made on 

SurveyMonkey.com in order to fit and adapt our storyline to what the audiences 

expectations were. From doing this we then came up with our final idea. Firstly me and 

Emilia did further research into short films and saw that there were usually no idents 

shown to introduce the film. We found out that this is because short films are usually 

created by younger, independent filmmakers without the use of a sponsor to help 

them. As well as this short films need to be able to use each valuable second of 

screen time and so there is no point in wasting it on idents when people could be 

credited in the credits. After learning this, we decided to go along with this convention 

as we were extremely pressed for time in our film due to the project specification so 

we chose not to use idents.  The first shot that we chose to use in our film was a wide 

shot of our initial location, we chose to use a blur. This is because it adds to the mood 

of the film, being a romance, and it slowly reveals the first scene to the audience 

rather than jumping straight into it which is something that would be more typical of a 

thriller or action film. The blur also adds to the hazy, dreamy effect that romance films 

are expected to have. The title also appears because after researching into this we 

found that the basis for the film should often come straight from something romantic 

and so we chose a romantic wedding tradition. This shows how we adhered to real 

conventions shown in media products. We then moved on to the second location 

which was a church. The church already had romantic connotations due its links with 

marriage. We originally intended to show driving clips when the character travelled 

between locations however we found ourselves extremely short on time and so tried 

the film without the driving shots and saw that they were unnecessary anyway as it is 

obvious that she has moved locations. We also have the first piece of narration. We 

made the decision to present our narration in the form of rhymes because it makes 

the story seem more dreamy and like a fairytale which is a typical atmosphere for a 

romance-adventure film. This is because it enhances the onscreen romance by making

it seem even more desirable and magical. The riddles are a convention of adventure 

films because it gives the edge of mystery and makes the audience more excited to 

see what will happen next in the story and where the riddle will take them. It also 

makes the audience feel more involved as they try to figure out what the riddle means 

before the protagonist does.

Props
The storyline for short films is often kept extremely simple and so the use and demand 

for special effects and CGI is, ultimately, fairly low. To make up for this short 

filmmakers often use props as these are much more inexpensive and are extremely 

helpful for moving the storyline along. These can be very simple but can shape and 

change the storyline dramatically. Once again we used this convention in our short film 

by using many various props such as a teddy bear, a book, a blue coat, and a ring. We 

used these alongside our main props which were the messages and the maps, and the 

bottle. Due to the nature of most short films having younger and less experienced 

creators, most short films have much lower budget effects and CGI therefore they 

have to rely on the use of props in order to portray the storyline. In order to adhere to 

this convention me and Emilia created tea stained maps and notes in order to give a 

mysterious, aged effect to the notes that the protagonist was discovering.



Camerawork
Whilst studying other media texts and conventions we found that camera work is an 

extremely important factor and there is a massive array of different camera angles 

and shots that are used in a romance film. We didn’t expect to find this as we initially 

thought that the shots in a short film would be kept basic and short due to the 

simplistic nature of other aspects of the short film, such as the storyline and the 

characters. However, once we realised that this was not the case we made sure to 

work on including as many different and interesting camera shots as possible without 

making our film seem cluttered and not cohesive. The handheld, shaky camera 

movements follow the words given by the narrator which reflects how the protagonist 

is doing everything that the narrator is telling her to do. This view from the 

protagonists perspective is something that is commonly used in media products and 

is a typical convention of romance films. This is because it helps to involve the 

audience and show a different view point. From our research we discovered the 

importance of reaction shots and the impact that they have on a scene and on the 

audience. The characters reactions clearly display their emotions and feelings to the 

audience which helps to let the audience know what is going on in the characters head 

and either share the emotion or feel empathy. This is why we chose to include a 

reaction shot at the final point in our final scene because we realised that the 

audience would probably be wondering what is going through the characters head. By 

having this as the last shot its gives a final heart warming feeling, while also giving 

some tension as the audience expects to see the male protagonist at the end.

Editing
When watching other media products we saw that time was never really seen 

through looking at sky or by showing the time onscreen, but instead by showing the 

audience through the cuts that are made. Short films and romance films tend to cut 

straight from daytime to night time in order to save confusion and be more to the 

point about what is going on. We used this in our film in order to break continuity in 

our editing and signal to the audience that the story is drawing to a close and the 

ending is about to be revealed when we cut to the final scene.  We found out the 

importance of credits whilst researching as we saw that the soundtrack from the 

previous scene should fade into them and dictate the speed and flow of how they 

appear onscreen. Therefore we tried our best to recreate this with our own film.

Poster And Review
We also had the task of creating a poster and review for our film and we found this 

task to actually be a lot less challenging than that of using existing forms to help 

create a whole short film. For our review we took our inspiration from a film review in 

Empire magazine and this really helped to show us what we should include and what 

our layout should be in order to make our review look like a real film review. Not only 

this, but it also helped us to understand the type of language that is used in film 

reviews and we made sure to incorporate this into our review. For the poster we went 

for a different approach and looked at various different posters until we found a 

recurring style that we really liked. We then created several versions of our poster 

with each one being inspired by real life posters and having slightly different tweaks. 

We decided to ask our target audience which poster they thought looked the best as 

they would be who would be looking at it and judging it in a real life situation.

Summary

Me and Emilia made sure to adhere to all the forms and conventions of a romance 

film whilst also adding in some forms and conventions of the adventure genre in 

order to create our romance-adventure film. Where possible or where we could 

adapt our storyline we tried to challenge these forms and conventions in order to 

create a more exciting and original film that would entertain the viewer whilst also 

pleasing the audience expectations that we had worked with throughout all of our 

pre-production, production, and post-production work/


